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Abstract
For decades now, the framing of migrations in public discourse and news media appears to be
stuck within a limited number of recurring stories. Therefore, the need emerges to find new perspectives in policies and a narrative more useful to understand the social change produced by migratory processes and offer new interpretations. The effectiveness of these alternatives is closely
related to the ability to analyse the structure of the dominant frames and the metaphorical connections of the hegemonic narratives. Additionally, the contribution aims at offering a methodology
to analyse the media discourse, a specific set of definitions and some tools useful for analysing the
impact of arts, campaigns and media activist action and, at least, to design new and more effective
ones. For this objective, the article addresses three needs: a) refining the description of the dominant narratives, by proposing a heuristic scheme to define key metaphors, and general as well as
specific issue frames; b) completing this structure with the possible strategies for minority voices,
by defining the relationship between the dominant narratives and those that, over time, have been
constructed to counter them (counter-narratives), as well as those that are built to provide new
sense and narrative-reframing; c) evaluating these possibilities by placing in this scheme some
examples of counter-frames to verify their argumentative effect and possible effectiveness. In this
third part the article analyses some artistic interventions or civil society campaigns developed in
the Italian or international context to investigate their position in this scheme and to answer the
following research questions: are these proposals built only as simple counter-frames, that is, do
they only react, reformulating only one of the aspects of the narrative present in the agenda? Or
are they reframing strategies, that is, they offer a different discourse with respect to fundamental
frames, key metaphors and basic analogies or dualities. In other words, starting from the analysis
of the framing structure the goal is to investigate and measure the agency capabilities.
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lic debate and the news media coverage analysed in the scientific literature of the last
decades confirm this broad and lasting convergence. In Italy too, the media and political representation of migratory phenomena appears to be blocked2. Therefore, the need
emerges to find new perspectives in policies and a narrative more useful to understand
the social change produced by migratory processes and to offer new interpretations.
In fact, over the same period, in Italy, as in many other countries, wide-ranging,
dispersed and tenacious forces have worked to affirm a culture of difference, pursue coexistence, strengthen solidarity and, last but not least, strive for more adequate policies
and information on migration3. Increasingly, the idea emerges that a different narrative
of migration is needed, a “concurrent project to reframe the discourses on migration and
diversity in contemporary societies”4. The effectiveness of these alternatives is closely
related to the ability to analyse the structure of the dominant frames and the metaphorical connections of the hegemonic narratives.
Additionally, the contribution aims at offering a methodology to analyse the media
discourse and a specific set of definition and some tools useful for analysing the impact
of arts, campaigns and media activist action; and, at least, to design new and more effective ones. For this objective, the article addresses three needs: three steps, corresponding
to the three paragraphs into which the text is divided, each of which is linked to a specific need for analysis, definition, and verification-illustration of this attempt.
The first need is to complete and refine the description of dominant narratives, the
analysis of frames and their packages, the mapping of meanings and examples. Over
time, various research works and reflections have tried to outline their scope, characteristics and evolution. In particular, starting from this attempt, a heuristic tool will be
constructed to define their structure, as well as complementary and alternative forms.
The second need will be to complete this structure with possible strategies for minority voices, defining the relationship between the dominant narratives and those that
have emerged over time as possibilities for counter-narratives. From this first outline,
it will be possible to analyse the relationship between existing narratives, those that
have been constructed over time to counteract them (counter-narratives) and those that
propose to restructure them (reframing). The theoretical attempt here is to put things in
order and to construct a set of definitions of the actions against dominant frames.
The third step of the article will analyse some artistic interventions or civil society
campaigns developed in the Italian or international context to investigate their position
in this scheme and to answer the following research questions: are these proposals built
only as simple counter-frames, that is, do they only react, reformulating only one of the
aspects of the narrative present in the agenda? Or are they reframing strategies, that is,
they offer a different discourse with respect to fundamental frames, key metaphors and
basic analogies or dualities. In other words, starting from the analysis of the framing
structure the goal is to investigate and measure the agency capabilities.
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1. analysis: dominant narratives, metaphors, frames
In the last decades, the great fortune in the scientific debate of the frame as a concept
or even “fractured paradigm”5, offers us a useful tool to analyse the power of media,
narratives and discourses to define reality. The concept of the frame will be used here to
identify and describe those interpretations or storylines that make sense of the facts, the
frame “organises them and gives them coherence, selecting certain ones to be emphasised while ignoring others”6. This concept makes it possible to carry out what is proposed here, namely to reconstruct the traits of certain unitary narrative structures, built
around different trans-media discursive spaces – for example, policies, news media,
conversations on social media – and which unravel by developing different stories and
discourses in such a way as to maintain a framework of meaning (metaphors, symbols,
mythologies) and argumentation (causes, consequences, solutions) that is linear and anchored to the same cultural perspective7. Van Gorp points out that a frame analysis can
be useful both to identify the frames that are dominant and “to distinguish them from
other, alternative frames, in order to be able to explain the persistency of these frames”8.
One of the main characteristics of counter-framing, of any counter-narratives, is that
they “only make sense in relation to something else, that which they are countering”9.
It identifies a “positional category, in tension with another category”, so to analyse the
former we need to build up a good knowledge of the latter, of the narrative constructed
as master or dominant. In this sense, the attempt here is to “supplement”10 and “defragment”11 the literature and analytical framework to better understand the framing on
migration issues but also to propose a dialogue between the efforts of media analysis
and political framing with that of social movements and innovation and mobilisation
strategies. Moreover, as shown by the vast literature on the subject, several common
elements can easily be found in the framing of migration: the same frame and argumentative packages can be found in political communication, in news media12 and in social
media13.
To this end, we propose to focus on a few frames by structuring them into sub-frames
or ramifications of the same broad interpretative scheme. Elsewhere we have presented a
5
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structure of two or three problem frames14 and news frames15 – the arrival and invasion
frame and the crime news and security frame – traced in the last 20 years in the news media and politics of the Italian context consistent with and very similar to those proposed
by other research works in Italy in the same period16 as in other European or Western
countries, a result accentuated during the recent “European refugee crisis”17. The proposed
framework is constructed by ordering the frames by level of generality, and positioning on
the one hand the maximum breadth constituted by the key metaphor and on the other hand
the more circumscribed news frames specific to the immigration theme present in information or media content, passing through general frames present in culture and the media.
The key metaphor. It constitutes the basic analogy used to define a problem or to propose a public policy, as found by Gusfield in his research on the definition of public
problems18 or by Lakoff in his study of the foundations of American political language.
These metaphorical patterns are immediately understandable because they are often
linked to everyday situations, bodily and physical functions, or at least to analogies
deeply rooted in common sense19. The different frames are aligned starting from the
association between nation and circumscribed space, the established analogy between
country and domicile, homeland and home.
General frames. Around each key metaphor there is a wider metaphorical space intrinsically linked to it. Often this is built around pairs of opposites or metaphorical
oppositions: some of these can be found at a deep level in the history of social systems,
such as the opposition between us and them, in-group and out-group, or in the primal
experience of entering or leaving a place or territory, with the opposition between inside
and outside, and that, directly related to the latter, between opening and closing. Some
of them refer instead to historically founded antitheses such as war and peace or conflict
and agreement or rather between competition and cooperation. On the other hand, they
may be even more deeply rooted in the socio-cultural history of society, such as that
between order and chaos, between a state of calmness and movement or, more directly, between a space ordered by respected laws as opposed to an anomic space where
disorder or, worse, corruption and crime dominate. Each of these frames can be traced
Binotto, Bruno, Lai, Tracciare confini.
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back to different eras, societies and, above all, correlated with a wide range of issues
and themes.
Figure 1 - Map of metaphors and frames on arrivals by sea

Specific frames. This brings us to the key factors that are closest to the subject matter.
These are the news frames, those constituting the Alignment Processes in the framing
approach of social movement studies or those found in policy images, in policy studies
or in the public agenda20. They are synthetic images of a particular spectrum of arguments characterised by origins, causes, responsibilities and, of course, solutions. In the
case of entry into the country (Figure 1) it is easy to observe the prevalence of policy
proposals oriented towards its containment, increased controls and refoulement, easily
summarised by the term invasion21. Here we can observe the positioning of the only
alternative constructed to these narrative devices over time: the accentuation of the pietistic aspect typical of the spectacularisation of pain in the news media and the voices
oriented towards the need to “save lives”22. In the case of crime, this is firmly anchored
in the journalistic genre of the crime or judicial chronicle, one of the most recurrent

20
D.A. Snow et al., “Frame Alignment Processes, Micromobilization, and Movement Participation”,
American Sociological Review, 51, 4 (1986): 464, https://doi.org/10.2307/2095581.
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in the Greek and Italian Borders”, Feminist Media Studies, 17, 4 (2017): 535-549.
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ways of representing people of foreign origin in recent Italian and European history23.
It should be noted that on this issue there are no other information and policy frameworks to counterbalance the emphasis on security and Law & Order solutions, or they
have disappeared from the Italian debate (Figure 2).
Figure 2 - Map of metaphors and frames on (foreign) crime

2. strategies: arguments, counter-framing, reframing
Having completed the easiest part of the journey, tracing the starting point, i.e. the analysis of the frameworks already present in the public debate, it is now more difficult to
set out on the less explored part of the same space. Frames are provisional, negotiated
and conflicting definitions of the situation. This is evident from the circumstances in
which they are observed and the disciplines that analyse them or study the phenomena

23
M. Maneri, J. Ter Wal, “The Criminalisation of Ethnic Groups: An Issue for Media Analysis”, Forum
Qualitative Sozialforschung / Forum: Qualitative Social Research, 6, 3 (2005); Ter Wal, Racism and Cultural
Diversity in the Mass Media. An Overview of Research and Examples of Good Practice in the EU Member
State, 1995-2000.
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of counter-framing or “frame transformation”24. One of the earliest definitions of frame
comes from research into a social and political conflict, Todd Gitlin’s analysis of the
1960s on the student and peace movement in the USA and the role played by the news
media in representing it25. Goffman himself, author of the first sociological use of the
concept, devotes several pages to describing the circumstances and consequences of
“breaking the frame”, the unexpected moments of lost “command over the formulation”
of a situation26.
The conflictual dimension in the definition of frames emerges forcefully in all
three of the areas covered by the topic being examined here. The very definition of
immigration as a “problem to be solved” places the analysis of its framing within the
constructionist approach to social problems, in which – starting from its original explication provided by Herbert Blumer – it constitutes “a focal point for the operation
of divergent and conflicting interests, intentions and objectives”27. Similarly, framing
becomes a strategy for defining public policy: firstly in the political confrontation
between different interpretations that try to make their own solutions and priorities
prevail on the political-media agenda and then, in that case, to preserve the policy
image that has prevailed28. Fundamental to this process is therefore the confrontation
in the media arena to make a certain interpretation of the facts prevail (News frame).
In the face of an extensive discussion of these processes, or of their effects, and
of the now abundant spectrum of tools and methods for analysing framing29, the availability of typologies for studying precisely the work of reframing, and of useful definitions to distinguish them, appears much more scarce. We therefore attempt to elaborate a taxonomy useful for analysing and, subsequently, designing communication
interventions.
Dominant narrative/frame. It is easy to start with the framework that manages to impose itself as prevalent in the public debate or among policy proposals. This is usually
a precise definition of the issue anchored in a key metaphor and in a stable and well-established cultural resonances30. Each of these “grand narratives” corresponds to one or
more news frames, precise media narratives built around recurring scripts, news formats, news-facts and established journalistic sources31.

24
Snow et al., “Frame Alignment Processes, Micromobilization, and Movement Participation”: 473; D.
Snow et al., “The Emergence, Development, and Future of the Framing Perspective: 25+ Years since Frame
Alignment”, Mobilization: An International Quarterly, 19, 1 (2014): 23-46.
25
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Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003.
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University Press, 1974, 379.
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F.R. Baumgartner, B.D. Jones, Agendas and Instability in American Politics, 2nd ed., Chicago-London: The University of Chicago Press, 2009.
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Political Communication”, Mass Communication & Society, 3, 2-3 (2000): 297-316, https: //doi.org/10.1207/
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Review of Sociology, 18 (1992): 373-393.
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Counter-frame. It contrasts an existing frame by proposing opposing components in
different elements and devices but keeping the fundamental structures, the key metaphor
and the basic analogies or dualities similar. Benford and Hunt32 define them as attempts
by opponents “to discredit, undermine, rebut, and otherwise neutralise the movement’s
claims, myths, collective identity, and interpretive frameworks”33. This is the procedure
most widely questioned by those who – like Lakoff himself – propose this conceptual
tool precisely in order not to limit themselves to opposing a proposal by re-proposing
its terms and metaphors with the paradoxical result of strengthening the adversary: they
continue to use “their words” and, in this way, activate the same mental schemes.
Reframing. It is a communicative proposal that tries to modify some fundamental elements of discourses, stories, symbols or examples of a narrative present in the debate in
order to lead to the reformulation or resemantisation of the frame in which it is inserted.
This different illustration of the narrative scheme can go in two directions: tactical or
strategic. Here we recall the distinction originally set out by Michel de Certeau and
often used by groups and movements of guerrilla communication and cultural jamming,
centred precisely on the practices of redefining or contrasting dominant messages. This
subdivision, based on military language, is based on actions “determined by the absence
of a proper locus”34. Minorities, dispersed and adopting guerrilla tactics since they are
unable to control the confrontation space, are forced to “invent themselves by poaching
in countless ways on the property of others”, using the loopholes and gaps offered by
the adversary35. Tactical reframing thus uses the narratives defined by a stronger opponent to construct a different story from its very ingredients without, however, being able
to capitalise on this achievement by redefining all or most of its components. On the
contrary, strategic reframing, starting from some elements of the hegemonic narrative,
reformulates it (or at least attempts to do so) by shifting the deep frames on which it is
based or its constituent elements.

3. agency: resistances, traps, possibilities
The usefulness of the map, as already mentioned, lies in its ability to offer a clarification
of the communication directions already taken by the various actors, as well as possible
alternatives. A few examples – taken from the recent Italian mediascape or other contexts36 – may better illustrate its advantage.

32
S.A Hunt, R.D. Benford, “Identity Talk in the Peace and Justice Movement”, Journal of Contemporary Ethnography, 22, 4 (1994): 488-517.
33
R.D Benford, “An Insider’s Critique of the Social Movement Framing Perspective”, Sociological
Inquiry, 67, 4 (1997): 418.
34
M. De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984, 38.
35
Ibid., XIII.
36
The examples proposed come almost exclusively from the United States where it is easier to have
structured campaigns or initiatives analysed in the scientific literature. In this contribution the examples are
used only to give substance to the proposed scheme, they are therefore chosen to illustrate the communication
characteristics. While it was not possible to include contextual variables in this analysis, these are relevant
dimensions and would require much more in-depth analysis than possible on this occasion.
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Counter-framing. For this purpose we take up the strategies of counter-discourse and
“positive” discourse analysis37 used by Felicitas Macgilchrist38 to analyse the public debate in and about Putin’s Russia: a) inversion or denial, b) complexification, c) parody.
In the first case, the opponent merely opposes different contents, symbols and arguments
of the opposing frame. The inversion can start from or be limited to one of the elements
of the argumentative or framing package, trying to show its limits, aporias or inconsistency. The most common and well-established attempt manifested in the Italian debate is
adopted both by the media (news frame) and by political forces or civil society (policy
image). This is the aforementioned use of the humanitarian frame to describe landings
and, more generally, the entire migration phenomenon. If the dominant narrative focuses on the role of the migrant person as a threat, this is contrasted with describing the
same figure as a victim of the situation39. Several authors have noted that re-evaluating
the role of the migrant or asylum seeker as a victim, or even using the image of the
“slave”, may have a positive effect but hides other risks. There are cases where this type
of reframing has been effective, but only in particular conditions or for a well-defined
type of person40. Indeed, any process of victimisation based on ethical assumptions has
to take into account the dominant discourses on the topic and on public or social policies and the risks that any narrative based on moral issues poses41. Bruno and Pogliano
investigated these choices in depth and expressed themselves quite clearly: they led to
“emphasising the inferiority and misery of the new arrivals”, emptying them of any
possibility of agency and reducing them to a passive state42. It is no coincidence that this
strategy, built with social campaigns such as the one that chose the symbol of the Red
T-shirt (#MagliettaRossa) and promoted by the Italian NGO Libera Contro le mafie in
July 2018 to “stop the haemorrhage of humanity” or the demonstrations of people “with
raised hands dyed red”, have proposed again language and symbolism of the sole and
emergency priority of “saving lives”.
The first was promoted by Libera Contro le mafia, a historic Italian NGO, founded
in 1995, “an umbrella group” that unites a large number of organized civil society for
the purpose of combating the mafias43. In July 2018 he launched a campaign on social
media and called an event inviting people to wear a red shirt. The symbol explicitly
recalls the worldwide attention brought from the image of Ālān Kurdî washed up on a
Turkish beach in 2015, and soon “became a memento mori of the West’s frozen inhumanity”44. The founder and president is Luigi Ciotti, a charismatic Catholic priest with
a progressive orientation, Libera, from its birth, has produced initiatives in addition to
37
J. Martin, D. Rose, Working with Discourse: Meaning beyond the Clause, New York: Bloomsbury
Publishing, 2003.
38
F. Macgilchrist, “Positive Discourse Analysis: Contesting Dominant Discourses by Reframing the
Issues”, Critical Approaches to Discourse Analysis Across Disciplines, 1, 1 (2007): 74-94.
39
M. Bruno, “Framing Lampedusa”. The Landing Issue in Italian Media Coverage of Migrations,
between Alarmism and Pietism, London: Rowman and Littlefield, 2016; P. Musarò, “Mare Nostrum: The
Visual Politics of a Military-Humanitarian Operation in the Mediterranean Sea”, Media, Culture & Society,
39, 1 (2017): 11-28.
40
L.H. Fujiwara, “Immigrant Rights Are Human Rights: The Reframing of Immigrant Entitlement and
Welfare”, Social Problems 52, 1 (2005): 79-101, https://doi.org/10.1525/sp.2005.52.1.79.
41
J.A. Holstein - G. Miller, “Rethinking Victimization: An Interactional Approach to Victimology”,
Symbolic Interaction, 13, 1 (1990): 103-122, https://doi.org/10.1525/si.1990.13.1.103.
42
M. Bruno, “Framing Lampedusa”, Pogliano, Media, Politics and Migration in Europe, 95-99.
43
R. Pickering-Iazzi, “The Italian Antimafia”, New Media, and the Culture of Legality, University of
Toronto Press, 2017; U. Santino, Mafia and Antimafia: A Brief History, New York: Bloomsbury, 2015, 106.
44
Y. Ibrahim, “The Unsacred and the Spectacularized: Alan Kurdi and the Migrant Body”, Social Media
+ Society, 9 October 2018, https://doi.org/10.1177/2056305118803884.
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those against crime and corruption, also regarding broader issues strongly oriented by
humanitarian values and respect for humans rights. In fact, the chromatic reference is
explicitly linked to Kurdî’s photography and to the theme of arrivals by sea in the campaign’s manifesto:
Red is the colour that invites us to stop. But there is another red, today, which even more
peremptorily asks us to stop, to reflect, and then to commit ourselves and to act. It is that of
the clothes and T-shirts of children who die in the sea and that the sea sometimes pours onto
the beaches of the Mediterranean. Little Aylan, three years old, was dressed in red, and his
photo in September 2015 aroused the emotion and indignation of half the world. The three
children who drowned the other day off the Libyan coast were dressed in red. Others will be
dressed in red by the mothers, in the hope that, in the event of a shipwreck, that colour will
attract the attention of rescuers45.

The reasons and objectives of the campaign refer directly to Italian and European policies, but implicitly to the government majority protagonists in those months of strong
criticism of NGOs engaged in research and rescue missions in the Mediterranean:
These children are dying, while Europe plays the blame game with the problem of immigration – that is, with the lives of thousands of people – and in order not to face it in a politically
worthy way it comes to blame those who provide aid or those who wish for a welcome
capable of combine security and solidarity. It is necessary to counteract this haemorrhage of
humanity, this rampant cynicism fuelled by the entrepreneurs of fear46.

Finally, the reference to the humanitarian frame combined with that of rights is even
more evident in the final sentences of the appeal:
Because putting yourself in the shoes of others – starting with those of children, who are
the heritage of humanity – is the first step to building a fairer world, where we recognise
ourselves as being different as people and equal as citizens47.

The second initiative, on the other hand, arises from an “informal network” of groups
and individuals created to carry out rapid demonstrations (flash mobs) in front of the
Ministry of the Interior. Indeed, at the same time, as interior minister Matteo Salvini
“declared Italian ports ‘closed’ to rescue ships, consistently vetoing or delaying the disembarkation of migrants on the Italian territory to showcase his tough stance on irregular migration”48. The initiative, born in Rome in July 2018, has expanded over time by
proposing a long list of political objectives summarised by a simple yet iconic symbol
presented with these words: “We did it with hands dyed red to denounce that never was
it so dangerous to cross the Mediterranean as it is now”49.
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In both cases we find the conceptual pairs of harshness and permissiveness, goodness and badness, #openports vs. #closedports, confirming the purely defensive character of these strategies: they lend themselves to the accusation of do-goodism and make
it impossible to propose a different definition of the issue, one that puts forward other
causes, responsibilities and solutions.
The second strategy, complexification, does not oppose elements but adds them
by trying to propose information, specifications or particular cases. In this way, an
attempt is made to provide a broader and more multifaceted view of the subject, or
simply one that is more in keeping with the dimensions and characteristics of the
phenomenon. It is the privileged strategy of scientific expertise, as well as of several
civil society organisations up to some political forces such as the largest party of the
Italian left, the Democratic Party. Pivotal examples are initiatives such as Open Migration, which aims to use the “power of numbers”: a path that “using skills, data and
knowledge wants to contribute to forming opinions and awareness on migration”50.
It is again Lakoff who criticises this kind of Enlightenment-style framing strategies
more clearly. It is now evident to many how, if contextualised in another frame, even
the best arguments or the most solid data will prove ineffective. In the field of storytelling it is necessary to “start with the recognition that the currency of a story is not
necessarily truth”51.
The third strategy uses parody, opposing a derisive or paroxysmal discourse
that, through the use of irony, is supposed to ridicule or reveal the contradictions and
distortions of the attacked discourse. On this instrument, to Jameson’s well-known
literary criticism52 we can add Christine Harold’s, directly used in cultural activism
and cultural jamming: “parody derides the content of what it sees as oppressive rhetoric, but it fails to attend to its patterns”53. A perfect example in these terms is Solo
in cartolina (Only on Postcards, Figure 3). Also in this case it is born from a phrase
pronounced by the then Minister of the Interior and leader of the right-wing Lega
party, Matteo Salvini, as part of his initiative against rescue operations in the Mediterranean: “This year the NGOs will only see Italy on postcards”54.
Founded in the August 2018 by a little group of young “designers, copywriters
and creatives”, a “few friends” who adopt the name of Creative Fighters, it presents
itself as “a campaign of denunciation against deaths at sea, supporting all those who
every day save the lives of migrants off our coasts”55. The campaign invited the
public to the creative engagement by an online contest: to create and propose to
the campaign an image to react to that sentence by Salvini. A “Call to the Arts!”
(Chiamata alle Arti!) – a play on words between art and arms – for an “epistolary
uprising” (#SommossaEpistolare) to send the minister summer postcards with “Love
and kisses”.
The entire campaign is professionally structured through the now usual steps
of contemporary campaigning. The contest receives within ten days proposals from
ordinary people, but also from celebrities and famous illustrators. These are voted
“Mission”, https://openmigration.org/missione/.
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by 12,300 people in an online survey, the 10 most voted postcards are printed and
presented to the public in two main events in Rome and Milan and delivered in a
mediagenic event in front of the Ministry of the Interior on 3 October.
Figure 3 - “Solo in cartolina” campaign:“Lampedusa the Black Pearl
of the Mediterranean”
by Alberto Casagrande and Ilaria Cairoli

As an act of sabotage of the rhetoric it opposes, it certainly helps to counteract other
meanings, to reveal their unfoundedness and to propose different visions of reality. At
the same time, however, it strengthens its reputation without offering any genuine original content. The creativity demonstrated by the more than 300 postcards proposed, most
of them innovative and well developed, has the paradoxical result of expanding that
message, producing an imaginary and rhetorical variety but making it more complex
than its intentions, moving stereotypes as much as conversations, enriching it – despite
itself – with meanings, giving it a depth it probably did not have. While it produces dissonance between the lightness of the original sentence and the tragedy of the deaths at
sea, it reiterates the centrality of that debate, of the confrontation between pity for those
deaths and the need to stop the voyages.
Reframing. The use of irony is, in any case, one of the privileged paths in the process
of reformulation and “getting out of the frames”56. Often paradox, mockery and humour
are used to overturn an argument or propose a different point of view. From the United
States come two examples of communication where irony and the use of popular icons
have been used to create a displacement effect. In the first, the image of Superman and,
in particular, his story as an alien who arrived illegally on earth soil is used to redefine
the image and definition of the illegal immigrant. The contrast is between the unblemished hero with whom all Americans are invited to identify and the folk devil represented
by the migrant. In the second, the image of Dora the Explorer, a popular television series produced by Nickelodeon at the beginning of the century, is reused in a satirical way
(Figure 4). The images produced use one of the most exploited techniques of cultural
jamming, the estrangement. In this case it means modifying “existing forms, events,
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images and ideas, changing their normal functioning” in order to cause confusion and
thus “allow the public to temporarily distance itself from the situation”57. The image of
the television character, reproduced within the scenes of violence or escape typical of
the crossing of the Mexican-US border, tends to produce both a feeling of familiarity and
annoyance. The discomfort is accentuated by recognising a known, albeit drawn, face:
the migrant disappears from the anonymity of the non-person in a situation where a positive behaviour desired by the programme – learning through travel and knowledge – is
prevented, even brutally. From a pedagogically suggested gesture on TV, exploration
becomes a risky behaviour, an act to be blamed and fought against.
Figure 4 - “Dora the Explorer is an Illegal Immigrant”

These examples, although they have undoubted qualities, merely reformulate, even if
radically, only one aspect of the narrative on the agenda. As is often the case with reactive initiatives born on the web or spread through social media, it is clear that the
context – the debate on the construction of the wall on the southern border of the USA
or its crossing – or the substance of the debate – the legal status of migrants, “sans
papier” or “illegals” – is not changed. This observation characterises such interventions
as tactical reframing: they manage to offer a different definition of the actors in the
field, allowing them to be seen with different eyes, but it does not change the subject
under discussion, the alternative between inside and outside or that between regular and
“clandestine”. The use of irony narrows the scope of the operation, to deconstruct or reformulate an ongoing debate by changing the perception of some of its elements within
the same interpretative framework.
On the other hand, there are not many examples of strategic reframing in a
landscape where in most countries – at least referring to the prevailing scientific
literature – it does not seem possible to get out of the spatial dimension of this epistemological as well as metaphorical framework58. One of the few examples in Italy
comes from the campaigns to reform the rules for conferring citizenship. This theme
appears to be the one most likely to produce radically different narratives from the
common ones. Significant in this sense are the communication activities produced by
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the movement Italiani senza cittadinanza (Italians without Citizenship) during the
discussion of this law in the Italian Parliament. While many other campaigns focus on
arrival and spatial metaphors related to entry, the latter focuses on people who have
already arrived or, rather, have not arrived at all. The reframing work is carried out
without too much difficulty precisely from biographies and self-narratives in which
the dichotomies typical of the prevailing framing appear displaced and challenged.
As in the case of the Dreamers movement in the United States, the concrete image of
the young student, the established professional or the neighbour, gives substance to
figures otherwise rendered anonymous by the media and the political debate59. The
consequences of immigration are represented as normality as opposed to emergency,
as ‘ordinary’ difficulties of presence, as “natural” consequences of stability, “simple”
issues of coexistence to be resolved. The same political and media agenda is forced
to move away from the reassuring binomial of the security theme or the chronicle of
landings as from conventional professional and legal stereotypes.
Figure 5 - Biography of “Italians without Citizenship”

4. conclusions
The article took three steps with the aim of finding different narratives to understand
the social change proposed by migration flows. If the first need was to refine the description of the dominant narratives by proposing a heuristic scheme, the second step
was to complete this structure with possible strategies for minority voices, and finally to
evaluate these possibilities by placing some examples of counter-framing and reframing
in this scheme to verify their possible effectiveness. The usefulness of this general outline allows us to meet the objective of the article: tracing the potential and limits of the
strategies developed in the public and political discourse to counter the dominant ones.
As shown by the last map summarising them (Figure 6), these proposals are often
counter-frames, they act reformulating only one of the aspects of the narrative present
in the agenda, with respect to fundamental frames, key metaphors and basic analogies or
59
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dualities. A typical example of this strategy is, as we have seen, the humanitarian frame,
so often found in research on many countries.
Also the different reframing proposals seem to be directed mainly around tactical
rather than strategic choices, they offer a different discourse but seem to fail to change
the issue on the agenda or to propose different general or problem frames or other media
frames. All too often these efforts have focused on a “resistance” effort. A consequence,
denounced by the scholar and activist Stephen Duncombe, of confining oneself to a
sphere of “pure negation”60, unable even to imagine something different. Combining
serious arguments and research with imagination and, why not, a touch of irony, in order to propose communication choices that can change the cards on the table, shift the
discourse, reinvent words and meanings. Transforming the world by changing the point
of view on the world.
Figure 6 - Map of examples and strategies of opposition to dominant narratives
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